Primary semiclassical kinetic hydrogen isotope effects in identity carbon-to-carbon proton- and hydride-transfer reactions, an ab initio and DFT computational study.
Enthalpies of activation, transition state (ts) geometries, and primary semiclassical (without tunneling) kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) have been calculated for eleven bimolecular identity proton-transfer reactions, four intramolecular proton transfers, four nonidentity proton-transfer reactions, eleven identity hydride transfers, and two 1,2-intramolecular hydride shifts at the HF/6-311+G, MP2/6-311+G, and B3LYP/6-311++G levels. We find the KIEs to be systematically smaller for hydride transfers than for proton transfers. This outcome is not the result of "bent" transition states, although extreme bending can lower the KIE. Rather, it is a consequence of generally greater total bonding in a hydride-transfer ts than in a proton-transfer ts, most prominently manifested as a reduced contribution from the zero-point vibrational energy difference between reactant and transition states (the DeltaZPVE factor) for hydride transfers relative to proton transfers. This and other differences between proton and hydride transfers are rationalized by modeling the central .C...H...C unit of a proton-transfer ts as a 4-electron, 3-center (4-e 3-c) system and the same unit of a hydride-transfer ts as a 2-e 3-c system. Inclusion of tunneling is most likely to magnify the observed differences between proton-transfer and hydride-transfer KIEs, leaving our qualitative conclusions unchanged.